Options

Bait Board

Padded Side Coaming

Folding Rear Lounge

Esky

Cockpit Courtesy
Light

SST
Sliding Targa

(Folding 530/575/625)
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Spotlight

Trim Tabs

Saltwater
DeckWash

All CruiseCraft boats are backed by an industry
leading 7 Year Manufacturers Warranty. The
construction process behindthe CruiseCraft brand
offers superiorhull integrity and strength for unrivalled
offshore performance and structural longevity.
The advanced hull construction technique involves
an innovative sub-floor girder system, moulded cockpit liner and
foam filled sub floor. Giving exceptional confidence in the integrity of
the hull, the sub-floor construction assures CruiseCraft customers of a
superior ride and excellent handling in rough conditions.

Electric Anchor Winch
Storm Cover

A key safety element to the sub-floor structure is the use of moisture &
fuel retardant 2-Pak polyurethane foam throughout
the sealed floor cavity.
Not only does the foam greatly reduce hull noise but
also significantly increases the buoyancy rating of
the hull for added safety.
CruiseCraft‘s commitment to manufacturing excellence has
seen their Brisbane boat building facility embrace the stringent
European CE level of manufacturing certification.
International success across the Asia Pacific region
has attracted significant CruiseCraft interest in Europe
with CruiseCraft now complying with the exacting
standards of CE certification.

Bulkhead Curtain with
Flyscreen

The CruiseCraft CE models, including the Explorer and Outsider
series, offer both Australian and International customers a range of
performance benefits including the use of sub-floor foam and a highgrade laminate structure.
The CE Standards are approved by the International Marine
Certification Institute (IMCI) together with the relevant requirements
of ISO and the Recreational Craft Directive 94/25/EC.
The result is a range of tough Australian-built boats that excel in Australia and
exceed all safety and manufacturing expectations across the Asia Pacific
and European marine markets.
SEVEN YEAR STRUCTURAL WARRANTY FILLED DISCLAIMER:

Centre Bunk
Infill

Portable
Toilet

As new technology and advanced new manufacturing techniques are constantly being developed, CRUISECRAFT
BOATS Pty. Ltd. reserves the right to change model and specifications without incurring any obligations whatsoever.
As many of the photos in this catalogue are of boats owned by CruiseCraft customers, they may show optional and
non-standard equipment, features such as curtains, rails, etc. Weights listed in this catalogue are as accurate as
can be reasonably determined in terms of boat, motor, trailer and fit out combinations.
Check with your dealer regarding the recommended towing capabilities of your vehicle.
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